Notice to Shipping NO. 18 - 2022

MAISONNEUVE REGION
MONTREAL / LAKE ONTARIO SECTION

Speed Restrictions at Galop Island

Mariners are advised that water levels in the Galop Island area are low and, as a result, the speed limits between LB 122 and LB 127 are reduced as follows:

➢ Vessels drafting greater than 70.0dm are limited to 7 knots upbound and 11 knots downbound.
➢ Vessels drafting 70.0 dm or less are limited to 11 knots upbound and 13 knots downbound.

All vessels are advised to avoid vessel meets and sailing over the following identified high spots:

➢ High Spot A: 44° 45.6693’N 075° 24.8710’W
➢ High Spot B: 44° 45.9575’N 075° 24.4942’W

Conditions will be monitored closely and mariners will be advised of any changes.

August 17, 2022